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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Some of the most vital infrastructure of the oil and gas industry is located in the major port facilities
along the southeast Louisiana coast, and it is very likely to be impacted by the progression of subsidence
and rising sea level in the coming decades.
The New Orleans Geological Society (NOGS) proposes the oil and gas industry assess its coastal
infrastructure in southeast Louisiana by commissioning a set of academic research projects that make
use of industry seismic data, knowledge base, and computer processing technology. Each research
project will study a specific area of the Louisiana coast covered by 3‐D seismic survey or surveys. Each
academic institution participating in the project would return an interpretation of near‐surface geologic
structures that may be impacting surface processes including geologic faults and buried channels.
Additionally, each institution would attempt to estimate rates of subsidence using available data to
make predictive models of the rates of relative sea level rise due to subsidence and its potential impacts
on the land surface and nearby infrastructure.
Initially, NOGS will bring together a coalition of industry partners to fund these academic research
projects, seek out 3‐D seismic surveys available for academic research, and connect interested academic
institutions with project data and funding. The objective is to construct an atlas of surface faults and
predictive patterns of subsidence that can be used for infrastructure assessment by the oil and gas
industry. The atlas and its supporting academic research could also be available to other academic
institutions for research as well as to governmental and non‐governmental entities that are interested in
conducting their own infrastructure assessments.

The New Orleans Geological Society was organized on October 3, 1941, as a non‐profit organization for
the purpose of facilitating the development of the profession and science of geology, with specific
emphasis to exploration and production of petroleum and natural gas. Secondary related objectives
include the dissemination of pertinent geological and environmental technological data, and the
maintenance of a high standard of professional conduct of its members.
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INTROD
DUCTION
This proposal from the
e New Orlean
ns Geological Society was bborn from the observations of its mem
mbers.
Geoscienttists working on interpretations of the subsurface oof south Louisiana seismicc surveys werre the
first to no
otice that maany geologic faults
f
extended to the surrface. Severaal members o
of the Societyy also
recognize
ed strong corrrelations bettween many of these fa ults that reaached the su
urface and diistinct
patterns of
o change in the land surfface. Presenttations of theese findings tto the Societyy have shown
n that
the verticcal displacem
ment of geolo
ogic faults att the surfacee is very likelly to be a significant facttor in
controlling rates of sub
bsidence and land area chaange across tthe southeastt Louisiana co
oastal plain.
Some of the
t most vitaal infrastructu
ure of the oil and gas inddustry is locaated in the m
major port faccilities
along the southeast Lo
ouisiana coastt, and will be impacted if tthe progression of subsideence and risin
ng sea
c
decad
des. This pro
oposal will layy out a plan of action for th
he industry to
o deal
level conttinues in the coming
with these changes. Itt will examine
e in detail the
e relationshipp between su
ubsidence and
d relative seaa level
easuring subssidence, and the natural mechanismss that cause subsidence. The
rise, the tools for me
f
of this proposal is that the oil and
a gas industtry is uniquelly positioned to employ itss own
essential finding
data, knowledge base and technolo
ogy to derive a set of mapps and predicttive models tthat will best allow
nagement.
for infrasttructure planning and man
We will describe reseaarch projects to be commissioned and funded by oil and gas industry partnerrs and
nted by acade
emic research
h institutionss. The first suuch project iss now underw
way at the Co
oastal
implemen
Sciences Laboratory at
a the Universsity of New Orleans.
O
Thiss project will serve as a m
model for testing

Figure 1
LA Hwy 1 betwe
een Golden Meadow and Port Fourcchon.
Road damage after
a
Hurricane Isaac. Map from Gilll,
16
2013 . Photo from
f
LA Hwy 1 Coalition
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t
in
n the effort, and an exaample for funnding these projects. Th
he success o
of this
industry technology
proposal will result in
n an evaluatiion of industtry infrastruccture, and offfer a model to assess co
oastal
infrastruccture across the Louisian
na coast. It will serve tto invigoratee science ressearch institu
utions
challenged for fundingg.

THE IMP
PORTANCEE OF THIS PROPOSAL
P
L
The Depaartment of Homeland Seccurity’s Infrasstructure Thrreat and Riskk Analysis Center characteerized
Port Fourchon, Louisiana in their 20
011 Study37:
“Port Fou
urchon is located at the so
outhern tip off Lafourche PParish, Louisiaana, along thee coast of thee Gulf
of Mexico
o. The port iss the southerrnmost port in
i Louisiana aand centrallyy located in a large area o
of the
Gulf that is rich in oil and
a natural gas
g drilling fie
elds. Shallow water operaations are serrviced out of many
ng the Gulf Coast,
C
but serrvicing for dee
epwater ope rations is loccated at selecct ports due tto the
ports alon
use of larrger vessels that
t
are requ
uired to supp
port deepwatter operation
ns. Due to its central location,
deep chaannels, favorrable weathe
er conditionss, and size, the oil and
d gas industrry has choseen to
concentraate its infrastrructure for de
eepwater oil and gas operrations suppo
ort at Port Fou
urchon. Roughly

Figure 2
Projectio
ons of the numberr of days LA Hwy 1 will be closed
due to high water under tw
wo different subsidence secnarios.
37
3
nd Security Study
Homelan
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270 large supply vessels traverse the channels of Port Fourchon each day. Normally, about 75 percent of
these vessels are servicing drilling rigs. Even though there are many more production platforms that
require servicing than there are operating drilling rigs, drilling operations require much more material
than production requires. The supplies and materials sent to rigs and platforms from Port Fourchon are
brought into the port by the roughly 600 18‐wheel trucks that travel on Louisiana Highway 1 (LA‐1) each
day. There is no alternative road access to transport supplies to Fourchon from inland locations.
Consequently, a closure of this road effectively closes the port itself.”
Scott (2014)45 evaluated the economic implications of a disruption of access to Port Fourchon. Using a
model that included the experience gained from hurricanes Katrina and Rita, he estimated that a three‐
week loss in services from Port Fourchon would lead to:

•

A loss of $11.23 billion in sales at U.S. firms;

•

A loss of $3.16 billion in household earnings in the U.S., and;

•

A loss of approximately 65,502 jobs in the nation

One scenario for disrupting Port Fourchon in the next two decades would be the closure of LA 1 due to
the catastrophic effects of a major hurricane. The Homeland Security Study also considered that LA 1
could be inundated by the progressive rise of relative sea level over a period of several decades. They
integrated relative sea level rise data collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) with 2002 elevation data for the most critical portion of LA 1. The Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development (LDOTD) will close this section of LA 1 whenever 5% of the road has
been inundated. The Homeland Security Study determined that with an average rate of relative sea
level rise of 9.24 millimeters per year (mm/yr.) – measured at the Grand Isle tidal gauge – this portion of
the highway would be closed 2 days in 2035, 38 days in 2037, 56 days in 2038, 155 days in 2040 and 365
days a year by 2066. The importance of LA 1, on Port Fourchon underscores the understanding,
mapping and predicting the impacts of relative sea level rise in coastal Louisiana.
Elevating critical portions of LA 1 may seem the immediate solution for Port Fouchon, but the
implications for the oil and gas industry infrastructure across coastal Louisiana are broader and far‐
reaching. The study reveals that relative sea level rise will impact the infrastructure of the oil and gas
industry across coastal Louisiana within the next few decades. It shows that some areas may experience
rates of relative sea level rise that are as much as two to three times greater than the 9.23 mm/yr. value
used in the Homeland Security Study. Our proposal has a plan of action for the oil and gas industry to
begin to address the issue of relative sea level rise, and we will need to look at the science of relative sea
level rise and how it is measured.
Our proposal has two components: one, a long term, extending several years, the other, short‐term,
that will begin in the very near future. Both use oil and gas industry data and knowledge as a foundation
for university‐based research on relative sea level rise. We will describe an initial research project in
3
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oader applica tions. Finallyy, we proposse a coalition of oil
detail with and how itt may be expanded to bro
ndustry partners to promo
ote the effort and to fund eeach of the co
omponent reesearch projeccts.
and gas in

UNDERSSTANDING
G RELATIVEE SEA LEVEL RISE
Sea level rise is criticall for develope
ed coastal are
eas; nowheree more true tthan in Louisiana. Sea leveel rise
c
The first, glo
obal sea level rise is the pprogressive in
ncrease of an average elevvation
has two components.
of the earth’s oceans. It is measurred by coastaal tidal gauge s over the paast several decades, is ab
bout 3
mm/yr.; it is generallyy accepted ass the average
e rate of seaa level rise siince the begiinning of thee 20th
century. Coastal tidal gauges also measure
m
the second
s
compponent, relatiive sea level rrise. Subsidence, a
e causes relative sea level rise. Subsideence, where ttidal gauge is set in
drop in elevation of the tidal gauge
the groun
nd, has the same effect as a global rise in sea l evel. The in
ndividual effeects of thesee two
components may be determined
d
by
b subtractingg the rate of global sea leevel rise overr total tidal rrecord
from the total valuess measured by
b that recorrd. When appplied to many tidal gaugges across co
oastal
Louisiana,, relative sea level rise is as
a high as 20
0 mm/yr., neaarly seven tim
mes greater than the global sea
level rise component.

Figure 3
Global mean
m
sea level, Nerrem et al (2010)

39

The meassurement of subsidence
s
fo
or coastal Louisiana, indiccated by the historical tidal gauge dataa, has
been verified by two other
o
method
ds: geodetic leveling survveys and Interferometric SSynthetic Apeerture
s
raates in a rangge between 3 and 30 mm//yr. A
Radar (InSSAR) satellite surveys. Both estimate subsidence
4
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G satellite data
d
to meassure vertical movement o
of the surfacee of the eartth has
third metthod, using GPS
measured
d values betw
ween 2 and 6 mm/yr. Included in t hese measurring devices is the netwo
ork of
Continuou
usly Operatin
ng Reference
e Stations (C
CORS). Theese stations were design
ned to be d
deeply
anchored, away from of
o the influen
nce of geologgic faults and compaction of marsh sed
diment. CORSS data
ower range off values, poin
nting to a bro
oader down w
warping of thee earth’s surfface across co
oastal
reads a lo
Louisiana. Therefore, subsidence rates measured by the other meth
hods are pro
obably affecteed by
f
and near
n
surface compaction.
c
geologic faulting

MODELLS FOR MANAGING RELATIVE SEEA LEVEL R
RISE
The US go
overnment perceives sea level rise as a real threatt. In 2008, th
he Bureau of Reclamation
n, U.S.
Army Corrps of Engine
eers (USACE), U.S. Geolo
ogical Surveyy (USGS) and
d National O
Oceanographicc and
Atmosphe
eric Administration (NOAA
A) formed the
e Climate Chaange and Watter Working G
Group (CCAW
WWG);
other age
encies, includ
ding EPA, FEMA and NASSA joined latter. CCAW
WWG emphassizes the inteerplay
between science and the water management
m
aspects of c limate changge. Measurin
ng, predictingg and
preparingg for sea leve
el rise are criitical compon
nents of wat er managem
ment. One off its missionss is to
“engage academia, non‐federal,
n
and other federal watter resourcees managem
ment and sccience
erstand our shared reseaarch prioritiees.” In addition to research initiativves of
organizations to unde
CCAWWG
G, several fede
eral organizattions are evaluating structtures and insttallations that may be affeected

Figure 4
USACE Initial Vulmerability Assessment
A
of Projjects with
50
Respect to Sea Level Rise found
f
a concentration
ranked Verry High in the Gulf Coast Region
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by sea level rise over the next several decades. These include the USACE, the National Park Service
(NPS) and the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). The DoD published the 2014 Climate Change
Adaptation Roadmap 7, which outlines the “threat multipliers” that climate change presents to national
security. These include the vulnerability of coastal installations due to rising sea level and increased
flooding. They are planning for the challenges of relative sea level rise by identifying the effects “using
the best available science.” The USACE published a fact sheet for their Comprehensive Evaluation of
Projects with Respect to Sea Level Change50. They identified about 500 projects that were likely to be
impacted by sea level rise, and ranked them by “Initial Vulnerability Assessment” (IVA) at 50‐ and 100‐
year horizons. The greatest concentration ranked “very high” is on the Texas and Louisiana coasts
(Figure 4).
Bob Marshall reported in The Lens26 that new data from NOAA indicated that the subsidence at Grand
Isle was “about four times faster than any other coastline in the lower 48 states, and one of the highest
on the planet.”
For two reasons, the Louisiana oil and gas industry is uniquely positioned for an assessment of the
potential impacts of coastal subsidence. First, its vital assets are in coastal areas, where the most
significant impacts of sea level rise are most critical. Second, the oil and gas industry has seismic surveys
essential to understanding processes that control subsidence. We propose that the industry should
engage in a cooperative assessment, and strive for results using the best available science.

MEASURING SUBSIDENCE
Subsidence is the downward movement of the earth’s surface. Recent advances in geodesy have led to
the development of a more accurate datum called the “geoid,” which is calculated from the gravitational
field and is variable across the surface of the planet. Sea level, relative to the geoid, is in flux. The
global mean sea level curve has varied in elevation by as much as 120 meters over the past 20,000 years,
and the average rate of change over the past century is about 3‐mm/yr.
All of the methods of measuring subsidence will conclude that subsidence is occurring at variable rates
across the Louisiana coastal plain, and there is good reason to believe that subsidence of the earth’s
surface has been continuous, but generally episodic, throughout a significant portion of the geologic
history in this area.
Geohistory Analysis
Geohistory analysis is the use of quantitative stratigraphic techniques to unravel and portray geologic
history. Quantification of stratigraphic well information is the result of advances in microbiostratigraphy
that allow paleontologists to determine geologic ages in terms of millions of years and to express
depositional environments in terms of water depth. Geohistory diagrams allow the calculation of rates
of sediment accumulation and subsidence. Knowledge of rates and timing of vertical movements is of
local importance in distinguishing between different kinds of movements (Van Hinte (1978)51).
6
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Figure 5
A geohistory diagram constructed with subsurrface data from the
e location indicateed by the star on tthe map. The verttical scale on the right
shows the ages of the sedimentary layers belo
ow the surface. Th
he vertical scale onn the left shows thhe depth below the surface, and thee
horizontal scale shows time in millions of years. The history of any
a sedimentary laayer may be traced backwards through time to determine
its depth of burial at any point in the past. The
e slopes of the interior lines indicatee the rate of subsiidence that was exxperienced by a
sedimentary layer at various points in time. Th
he steeply sloped lines indicate inteervals of rapid subssidence that are likely to be related to
37
7
geologic mechanisms causingg subsidence. Nellson, et al.(2000)

It is imporrtant to note that this point in south
s
Louisiana has been continnuously subsidinng for over 30 m
million years.

To derive the geohisto
ory diagram in
n Figure 5 Nelson et al. (20000)38 constru
ucted a 600 kkm cross section of
the north
hern Gulf of Mexico provvince. They used a time series of reeconstructions of the pro
obable
configuration along th
his profile, wh
hich crossed south Louisiaana, from thee time of thee deposition o
of the
t history off the openingg of the Gulf of Mexico. A comparison
n of a
Jurassic Louann salt laayer early in the
similar set of reconstru
ucted profiless to the geoh
history diagraam clearly illu
ustrates that ggeologic histo
ory of
uisiana over the past 100 million
m
years is
i a history off subsidence. In simplest terms the diaagram
south Lou
is a graph
h of time (geo
ologic age) ve
ersus distancce (depth bel ow the surfaace). Any linee within the graph
traces the
e history of a given sedim
mentary laye
er from the ttime of its deposition at the surface to its
current depth. The de
epth of that layer may be determined for any pointt in time in th
he past, and these
authors used
u
this anaalysis to estimate when the organic‐rrich layers o
of the Jurassiic and Cretaceous
sedimentary interval passed throu
ugh a depth and temperaature range that would have initiated the
on of hydrocaarbons. The lines of the graph may aalso be used to show thaat the relatio
onship
generatio
between time
t
and disttance is an estimate of the
e rate of subsiidence that w
was occurringg at that location at
any point in the geologgic past. The
e graph shows there been a measurablle rate of sub
bsidence (the slope
ne) at the loccation of this analysis throughout tim
me, and the rate of subssidence has vvaried
of the lin
through time. The higher rates of subsidence
s
will be discusseed in the nextt section.
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ept of geohistory analysis may be extended to any form of subssurface profilee in which th
here is
The conce
reliable depth and age
e data for disscrete points on the profi le. Several aauthors employing this concept
with shallow cores an
nd borings haave conducted the investiigation of thee recent pastt of the souttheast
hs and radiocaarbon age dates of
Louisiana coastal plain. Morton31‐366 and Törnqvist 48, 49, 55 havve used depth
of Törnqvist, using
peat layers in the shallow subsurfaace to derive estimates off subsidence. The work o
this meth
hodology, is generally
g
acce
epted to reprresent the low
w end of sub
bsidence ratee estimates fo
or the
14
coastal plain. Frazier (1
1967) used shallow core and boring ddata to reconsstruct the mo
ost detailed history
of the Ho
olocene lobess of the Misssissippi Delta system. Hee used radioccarbon age d
dates from seeveral
hundred cores
c
across the
t coastal pllain in combin
nation with innterpretation
ns of depositio
onal environm
ments
of the shaallow sedimentary layers to
t assign agess and “lifespaans” to each o
of sixteen delta lobes thatt built
up the coastal plain ovver the last 6,,000 years. Lost
L
in the disscussion of th
he delta build
ding process o
of the
coastal plain is that the majority off these deltass have subsideed below thee surface since their depossition.
he profiles constructed by Frazier is sho
own in Figuree 6, which runs from New
w Orleans easttward
One of th
to Breton Sound. Figu
ure 6 shows that while Fraazier’s deltas number 3, 5,, 8 and 9 mayy be considerred to
he constructio
on of the coaastal plain, onn this profile they are all entirely below the
have conttributed to th
surface.

Figure 6
14

A subsurface proffile taken from Fraazier, 1967 was constructed from
m cores
and borings from
m New Orleans iinto Breton Soun
nd shows the sub
bsided
Holocene deltas tthat have been deeposited by the Mississippi River ovver the
past 6,000 years. It is a commonlyy overlooked fact tthat the majority of the
deltas that contrributed to buildinng the wetlands of southeast Lou
uisiana
have subsided beelow the surface. For the most paart the substrate of the
wetlands at the suurface is made of sediments of the most recent deltas.

eet below the
e surface. Radiocarbon agge dates from
m the sedimeents of these delta
Delta 3 iss about 30 fe
lobes and
d their burial depth may be
b used to derive an estim
mate of the avverage subsid
dence rate fo
or that
sedimentary layer. Figure 7 shows details of the
t profile in Figure 6 witth the annotation of an in situ
cypress sttump that waas encountere
ed in one of the
t cores in B
Breton Sound
d. The wood
d of the stump was
age‐dated
d to 2,100 yeaars B.P.; it can
n be used to derive an aveerage rate of subsidence aassociated witth the
submerge
ence of that delta.
d
The sttump was enccountered att a depth of 333 feet below
w sea level. IIt was

8
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a the time th
hat it died, drrowning in saaltwater as it subsided. The average raate of
clearly at the surface at
ent depth of the stump iss about 5 mm
m/yr. The wo
ork done by Frazier
subsidencce deduced frrom the curre
21
and otherr authors including Kolb and
a van Lopikk provided a foundation
n for the “dellta cycle” in w
which
the life cyycle of each delta
d
lobe of the Holocene
e coastal plaiin is seen as progression ffrom the accrretion
of new land by the acttive delta to the
t submerge
ence of that land below the surface drriven by the fforces
of subside
ence.

Frazzier, 1967

Figure 7
14

A detail from the same profile shown in Figure 6 from Frazier (19667) shows the loccation of an in sittu cypress
stump encounttered by one of th
he cores collected in Breton Sound and used in Frazi er’s study. The sttump was
age‐dated to be
b 2,100 years old. It obviously was once at the surfface and subsidedd to its current deepth of 33
feet below sea level with an average rate of 5 mm
m/yr. The locationn of the profile annd stump are show
wn on the
43
009) reconstruction of the distribu
utary channels of tthe St. Bernard Delta.
Rogers et al (20

Historical Tidal Gauge Data

9
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The recognition of global sea level rise likely came from the historical records of tidal gauges around the
world’s coastlines. The U.S. Government has maintained tidal gauges along the coastlines of the United
States for over a century. Presently, NOAA Tides and Currents website40 provides access to historical
data from hundreds of tidal gauges from around the country. Each tidal gauge, linked to a geodetic
elevation benchmark, records the elevation of the high and low tides at that station. Graphing this tide
data over several decades reveals a linear trend. The slope of this linear trend is the relative sea level
rise (or fall) measured at that tidal gauge station over the period of record keeping for a particular tidal
gauge. A comparison of tidal gauge records from around the coast reveals that each gauge station
appears to measure a different value of sea level rise.

Figure 8
40

Tidal gauges operated by NOAA around the coast show rates of relative sea level rise that range up to 9.24 mm/yr

Differences in rates of relative sea level rise measured at different tidal gauges are due to the
subsidence of the land surface on which each gauge was constructed. The variation of any gauge’s rate
of relative sea level rise from the accepted rate of mean global sea level rise may be used to derive a
rate of subsidence surface at the site of the tidal gauge.
Utilizing historical tidal gauge data from three of the longest running gauges on the Gulf Coast at
Pensacola, Galveston, and Grand Isle, Blum and Roberts, produced the graphical evaluation in Figure 10,
which incorporates the global mean sea level curve. The rates of relative sea level rise measured by
these gauges were approximately 2.15 mm/yr. for Pensacola, 6.38 mm/yr. for Galveston, and 9.27
mm/yr. for Grand Isle. The variation in relative sea level rise among these three gauges is greater than

10
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e else on the U.S. coastline
e, and it unde
erscores the impact of sub
bsidence on ttidal records along
anywhere
22
the Gulf Coast. Kollker et al. (2
2011) remo
oved inter‐an nual variabillity of the gaauge data due to
meteorolo
ogical factorss, such as su
ustained periods of high or low atmo
ospheric presssure or susttained
periods of a wind direction, which may have afffected the gaauge’s non‐un
niformly. Theey recognized
d that
w positione
ed on a stable carbonate platform, an
nd was not likely to have been
the Pensaacola gauge was
affected tectonic forcces or glaciaal isostatic ad
djustments. Thus, the rrate of relattive sea leveel rise
d at the Pensaacola gauge record
r
closelyy approximat ed the rate o
of absolute global sea leveel rise.
measured
As can be seen in Figurre 10, the histtorical curve of the Pensaccola gauge (in
n blue) does n
not exhibit an
ny

Figure 9
40

Historical tidal
t
gauge record
ds from Pensacola and Grand Isle frrom NOAA’s Tidess and Currents w ebsite appear tto indicate dramattically
different raates of relative sea level rise. The Pensacola
P
gauge has
h recorded a ratte very close to th e accepted rate o
of global mean seaa level

major varriances from the
t global me
ean sea level curve (in grayy). Kolker et al. isolated ssubsidence rates at
the Grand
d Isle station by subtractin
ng the Pensaccola record. TThe long‐term
m average ratte of subsiden
nce at
the Grand
d Isle station was approxim
mately 7.59 mm/yr.,
m
but thhey found the rate to be vvariable over time.
Averagingg rates over six
s year intervvals they determined thatt the maximu
um rate of su
ubsidence revvealed
by the hiistorical gaugge data was 15.83 mm/yyr. between 11965 and 19970. This peeriod of maximum
subsidencce coincides with the tim
me period of
o maximum land area cchange in th
he Barataria Basin
6
measured
d by Couvillion et al. (2011) .
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Figure 10
3

Blum and Roberts (2011) used
u
the historical records from the
e Pensacola and G
Grand Isle tidal gauuges to show the relationship betw
ween
relative se
ea level rise, glob
bal mean sea leve
el rise, and subsid
dence. 10b show
ws that by removinng the change du
ue to global sea level
(flatteningg the curve) a value of subsidence caan be derived from
m the tidal gauge ddata at the locatioon of the Grand Isle gauge.

Geodetic Leveling Survveys
Figure 11
1 illustrates the relationsh
hip between two gauges and the geodetic elevatio
on benchmarrks to
which the
ey are tied. In one case the elevatio
on of the be nchmark rem
mains constan
nt, and the ggauge
measuress only the vallue of absolu
ute sea level rise; this is a schematic o
of the Pensaccola gauge. IIn the
other case the elevatio
on of the geo
odetic benchmark changees due to sub
bsidence. Thee total relativve sea
level rise measured byy this gauge in
ncludes both a componentt of absolute sea level risee and a compo
onent
ent sea level rise
r due to su
ubsidence; th
his is a schem
matic of the G
Grand Isle gau
uge. Note thaat the
of appare
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etic benchmaark, determin
ned at its insttallation is no longer valid, but the reelative
elevation of the geode
easured by su
ubtracting thee rate of abso
olute sea leveel rise from th
he
value of subsidence that may be me

Figure 11
A diagram
mmatic illustration
n of two tidal gaugges that record changes from a com
mmon original con dition at the top. One shows globaal sea level
rise only, and the other sho
ows the additional apparent sea leve
el rise due to subs idence

ea level rise measured
m
at the
t gauge is not depende nt on a valid elevation refference, and is still
relative se
accurate. In recent de
ecades it becaame obvious that geodeticc elevation beenchmarks accross the sou
uthern
b
moving relative to th
heir original elevations,
e
annd efforts havve been madee to determin
ne the
U.S. had been
magnitude of elevatio
on change at each statio
on. The moost compreheensive effort of this typee was
46
en by Shinkle
e and Dokka (2004) who published suubsidence ratees, for 2710 benchmarks in the
undertake
southeasttern United States. Figu
ure 12 shows the locatioon and derivved subsidence values fo
or the
benchmarks that theyy evaluated in southern Louisiana. SShinkle and D
d variable rattes of
Dokka found
m/yr.
subsidencce across the south Louisiaana coastal plain with this method rangging between 5 and 30 mm

Figure 12
A graphical
representation
n of
subsidence rrates determined by
geodetic leveling surveys by SShinkle
46
and Dokka, 20004
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me of their study it was re
ecognized thaat these valuees of subsidence were sevveral times grreater
At the tim
than the generally
g
accepted range of values for south Louisiaana. A comprrehensive revview of subsid
dence
2
in coastal Louisiana by
b Blom et al. (2009) concluded
c
thhat the 20044 study by Shinkle and D
Dokka
demonstrrated:

“that mo
odern subsid
dence has occurred
o
at substantiall
s
ly higher rates than preeviously tho
ought
and occu
urs well beyo
ond the wettlands of thee Mississipppi River Deltta (MRD) sug
ggesting cru
ustal‐
scale pro
ocesses such
h as sedimen
nt loading co
ontributes too subsidencee and land lo
oss”

GPS and CORS
C
Most app
plications of Global Posittioning Syste
em (GPS) tecchnology in surveying and mapping have
accuracy requirementss that necesssitate the use
e of a relativee positioning technique. M
Many organizaations
r
sta tions (CORS) in support o
of these activvities.
have estaablished GPS continuouslyy operating reference
CORS facilities collectt and record, in an automaated manner,, the GPS datta at a known
n location thaat are

Figure 13
1
Values of subsidence
s
shown
n in mm/yr measu
ured at GPS faciliities that were seelected to insure that the data waas not contaminatted by
shallow surrface compaction or fault movement. These values are used in a lateer evaluation to sshow the broad p
pattern of “backgrround”
19
subsidence
e. Ivins et al (2007)

required for relative positioning.
p
The Nationaal Geodetic SSurvey (NGS),, an office off NOAA's National
Ocean Service, manages a networkk of CORS thatt provide Gloobal Navigatio
on Satellite Syystem (GNSS) data
consistingg of carrier phase and cod
de range meaasurements inn support of three dimen
nsional positio
oning,
meteorolo
ogy, space weather,
w
and geophysical applications throughout tthe United Sttates. Whilee two‐
dimension
nal positionin
ng by GPS is as commonp
place as a sm
martphone ap
pplication, thee measuremeent in
the verticcal dimension
n is rarely con
nsidered. The
e CORS facilitties along thee Gulf Coast h
have been ussed to
derive varriations in verrtical position
n due to subssidence at thee site of the faacilities. Ivins, Blom and D
Dokka
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published a 2007 study19 of subsidence utilizing rates of vertical change from a selected set of CORS and
other GPS stations that are deeply anchored and away from any faults or wells. By selecting these
stations they insured that the measurements were not contaminated by any effects of shallow
compaction or faulting. Their results (Figure 13) are discussed in more detail in the next section on
mechanisms of subsidence. The values on the map in Figure 13 are interpreted to represent the
subsidence velocities that are due to the lithospheric flexure of the earth’s crust under the load of
sediments deposited by the Mississippi Delta system since the end of the last ice in the middle Holocene
Epoch.
InSAR Satellite Imagery
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a technique that enables geographically
comprehensive mapping of surface deformation at centimeter scales with spatial resolutions in the
millimeter-scale range over spans of days to years by forming interferograms of sequential synthetic
aperture radar observations. In other areas around the world InSAR has produced images showing
surface displacement due to earthquakes and volcanic activity. The most significant use of InSAR in the
Louisiana coastal zone to date is the 2006 study8 by Dixon et al. on the greater New Orleans area. Using
imagery from Canada’s RADARSAT satellite they measured subsidence rates in the New Orleans area of
between 2 and 29 mm/yr. Figure 14 shows the distribution of subsidence values determined by this
study. Dokka used patterns of subsidence from this 2006 study in a later publication 11 to interpret that
sharp boundaries in the patterns of subsidence seen in Figure 14 were due to faults. The authors of the
2006 study noted a correlation between areas of high subsidence and breach points of the levees during
Hurricane Katrina. They concluded that localized high rates of subsidence may be due to faulting or
weak easily‐compacted substrate that may have promoted levee failure.

Figure 14
8

Values of subsidence shown in mm/yr measured InSAR satellite data from Dixon, et.al., 2006 .
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These methods have added to the fundamental understanding of subsidence in the south Louisiana
coastal plain, but they do not form a clear picture the actual values of vertical movement of the earth’s
surface nor the relationship between these values and the range of possible mechanisms of subsidence.
Meckle (2008)29 noted discrepancies among the methods for measuring subsidence, and pointed to an
inverse relationship between the rate of subsidence measured by a given methodology and the span of
time over which the measurement is made. The mechanisms of rapid subsidence may be episodic, i.e.,
high rates may be measured over short time periods, but there is a tendency in any given area for the
average rate to reduce over more extended periods of time. Meckle concluded that the vertical
movement along faults was a likely cause of locally episodic high subsidence rates.

MECHANISMS OF SUBSIDENCE
Meckle’s summary of the variability of subsidence rates derived by different methodologies across
different time scales underscores the inherent variability in the mechanisms that are likely to be causing
the subsidence that is being measured at the surface. The accepted set of processes that may be
causing subsidence in the Louisiana coastal plain include both natural and anthropogenic elements.
Natural Causes of Subsidence
Natural causes of subsidence include lithospheric flexure of the attenuated (stretched) continental crust
and underlying asthenosphere, the lateral and discordant movement of the Jurassic salt overlying the
crust beneath and across younger sedimentary layers, the compaction of the accumulated sediments
overlying the salt, the translational movement of lystic faults that displace the sedimentary layers, and a
forces associated with glacial isostatic adjustments which have been active over North America over
approximately the last 8,000 years.
Anthropogenic Causes of Subsidence
Documented anthropogenic causes of subsidence across the Gulf Coast include the compaction of
groundwater aquifers due to extraction, and localized cases of subsidence due to the desiccation and
oxidation of organic peat layers beneath the city of New Orleans. A few authors have also introduced
the concept that subsidence may be caused by the extraction of oil, gas and water from reservoirs much
deeper below the surface than the groundwater aquifers; however, these claims need more
documentation. This concept is in the very early stages of development, and is in need of much more
detailed evaluation to determine its viability. The studies that have addressed this issue in Louisiana to
date have established that some oil and gas fields are located in areas where subsidence has occurred,
but no study has established a process‐based causal link between deep extraction and surface
subsidence. The documented cases of subsidence caused by deep oil and gas extraction in other parts
of the world are not directly applicable to south Louisiana. To establish a processed‐based causal link by
a valid scientific methodology a study would have to establish first that compaction of the reservoir at
depth has taken place as a result of fluid extraction, and second that this compaction is propagated to
and expressed at the surface. Neither of these processes has been established for oil and gas reservoirs
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beneath coastal Louisiana. A comprehensive evaluation of the concept would also have to address the
large volumes of production that have come from an oil and gas field where there is no apparent
subsidence at the surface. The documented mechanisms of anthropogentically‐induced subsidence are
exclusive to metropolitan areas, which are outside the scope of our proposal.
It is impossible to separate the mechanisms contributing to subsidence in any given area. More likely,
subsidence rates are due to the combination of several mechanisms, and the relative significance of
each mechanism may be dependent of the time span from which a rate of subsidence measurement is
derived. Some mechanisms are associated with lower rates of broad‐based, long‐period “background”
subsidence; other mechanisms are associated with higher rate, localized short‐period “hot spot”
subsidence.

MECHANISMS OF BACKGROUND SUBSIDENCE
Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA)
This mechanism, also referred to as “glacial forebulge”, is generally accepted to be the primary
mechanism of subsidence measured along the East Coast of the U.S. as was documented by the 2010
Virginia Institute of Marine Science study4. The basic concept is that the surface of the earth responded
isostatically to the massive weight of the ice sheet on the North American Continent during the last ice
age. The areas that were uplifted by the forebulge effect are now subsiding. This could include portions
of the Gulf Coast, and it is possible that there may be some GIA effect in coastal Louisiana. If there is
such an effect, it should be almost completely uniform across the coastal area, any contribution that this
mechanism would be making to the subsidence rates measured across coastal Louisiana would be
essentially equal at every location.
Lithospheric Flexure
The delta deposits that support the Louisiana coastal plain are best understood as a thin veneer of
sediment representing the latest in a sequence of delta deposits that goes back at least 50 million years
in time. The magnitude of sediment deposited by the Mississippi River system during that 50 million
year time interval rivals the Himalaya Range in volume. This accumulated mass can be imagined as an
inverted mountain range of sediment stretching across the Gulf Coast of Louisiana and eastern Texas,
and downward to depths of up to ten miles. The relationship between the Mississippi as the major
drainage system of North America, and the Gulf of Mexico sedimentary basin is subsidence. The river
has continued to flow into the Gulf of Mexico and the basin has provided the accommodation for its
sedimentary load. The basin has the capacity to accept the massive sedimentary load because of
isostasy, the adjustment and deformation of the underlying continental crust to the weight of the
sediments. The Gulf of Mexico Basin formed during the opening of the Atlantic Basin. The otherwise
rigid crust of the continental plates was stretched and thinned during this process resulting in early rift
basins that filled with a thick layer of salt before the basins had access to open ocean circulation.
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m, 2007 mod
delled the most
m
recent eepisode of litthospheric fllexure due to the
Ivins, Dokkka and Blom
sedimentary load of se
ediments dep
posited by the Mississippii River. The ssubsidence velocities pred
dicted
by their model show
wn in Figure 13 were fo
ound to be in reasonably good agreeement with
h GPS
ments of verrtical movem
ment. The to
otal volume of the Holoccene sedimentary load that is
measurem
causing th
he most recent episode off subsidence due to lithosspheric flexurre was mappeed by Mark K
Kulp in
2000, as shown
s
in Figu
ure 15. There
e is an obvious correlation between thee pattern of H
Holocene sediment
thickness and the pattern of subsidence in Fgure
e 13.

Holocene
e sediment th
hickness in fe
eet (after Kullp, 2000)
Figure 15
5
24

The isopach (thickness) maps of Mississippi Deltta sediments from
m the Holocene Eppoch in southeasteern Louisiana (Kulp
p, 2000) shows a central
axis of thickkening running ro
oughly parallel to the coast. The pattern of thicknness of sedimentaary layers is refleective of the pattterns of
subsidence measured
m
at the surface
s
by GPS and
d shown in Figure 13. The outline oof thick Holocene sediments corresponds with the sttructural
limits of the Terrebonne Trouggh.

Sedimentt compaction
The “inve
erted mountaain range” volume of sediment that has accumu
ulated in the northern Gulf of
Mexico Basin over the
e past 50 million years was all delivereed to the basiin by ancestral elements o
of the
pi River systtem. The northern
n
Gullf of Mexicoo sediments accumulated in an array of
Mississipp
depositional environm
ments across the
t basin maargin, where deposition to
ook place below the surfaace of
eposited, sed
diments at th
he surface a re loosely co
ompacted. R
Recently depo
osited
the water. When de
sedimentss may have water‐filled
w
po
ore spaces up
p to 40% of thhe total volum
me of the san
nd layers and up to
80% of th
he volume of the muds. As deposition progresses, ssediments aree buried by successive layers of
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utes to the ccompaction o
of the
material. The cumulaative weight of the overrlying sedimeents contribu
n stress.” The response of sediments is a reduction in the
underlying layers, and is called the “overburden
ering and com
mpaction, red
ducing of thee total thickness of each ssedimentary layer.
pore spacce by dewate
The cumu
ulative reducttion of the th
hickness of all sedimentarry layers overr time will reesult in subsid
dence
expressed
d at the surfface equivale
ent to the to
otal change inn thickness o
of the underrlying sedimeentary
layers.

Figure 166
Compaction curve for sand aand clay layers in
n south
49
Louisiana froom Xiao and Suppee (1989)

Figure 16 shows the progressive
p
re
eduction in po
orosity of sannds and shalees (compressed and dewaatered
muds) in an area of so
outh Louisiana. The mudss lose about 775% of their pore volumee by compaction in
the first 3,000
3
feet of burial,
b
and areas of rapidlyy compacting and dewaterring muds aree the most likkely to
cause sub
bsidence with
h significant surface
s
expre
ession. Sandds have a mo
ore linear red
duction of po
orosity
with buriial and gene
erally experie
ence between 5 and 15%
% total redu
uction in pore volume b
before
cementattion between the sand grains begins to
t halt furtheer compactio
on with depth
h. It is clear from
these figures that th
he progressio
on of sediment compacttion continues to signifiicant depths, and
dence due too compaction is a long‐terrm and cumu
ulative
therefore for very long periods of time. Subsid
phenomenon. Based on
o a comparison of the co
ompaction cu rves (Figure 116) and the ggeohistory diaagram
(Figure 5) values of subsidence
s
due
d
to comp
paction beingg measured at the surfaace today maay be
mpaction of sedimentary
s
were depositeed 20 million years
receiving contribution from the com
layers that w
ago, now 15,000 feet below
b
the surrface.
Lateral Movement
M
of Salt
S
The mech
hanism of sub
bsidence due to the lateral movement oof deca‐kilom
meter‐sized saalt bodies is o
one of
the most important ellements esse
ential to unde
erstanding thhe history of the Gulf of M
Mexico Basin. The
n Figure 17 show
s
that th
he salt that once
o
formed across the G
Gulf of Mexicco Basin has been
profiles in
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dough
gravitationally deformed and folded from the overburden sttress. Simply, the salt actss like cookie d
mentary sub‐basin, such aas the
to the action of a roller pin (overburden). Ovver the historry of a sedim
ne Trough, the
t
mobile salt
s
bodies progress
p
from
m laterally m
moving sheetts and swellss into
Terrebonn
elongate domes and spires that appear
a
to haave pierced vvertically upw
ward through
h the sedimeentary
hroughout the
e history of a now‐maturre sub‐basin, such as the Terrebonne Trough, the initial
layers. Th
lateral mo
ovement of the
t salt is traanslated into vertical subssidence at th
he surface. Its salt bodiess have
formed in
nto salt dome
es, reaching equilibrium wiith the surrouunding sedim
ments. Howevver, there mayy be a
broader regional effect of lateral saalt movementt that is affectting subsiden
nce at the surrface of the co
oastal
plain.

Figure 17
7
A panel of fo
our time periods during
d
the formattion of the Gulf off Mexico. Each tim
me period is denooted by an age in millions of years ago
(mya) in the upper left. Maps are paleogeograp
phic reconstructions done by Ron B lakey, Colorado P lateau Geosystem
ms, Arizona USA, 2011.
46
The red line on each map deno
otes the location of
o the cross sectio
on profile shown bbelow the map. P rofiles are after Sttephens, 2009 . The
progression from
f
the onset of rifting that opene
ed the Gulf about 220 mya shows tthe formation of a thick layer of salt during the perio
od in
which the Gu
ulf was separated from open ocean
n circulation, and the thick accumullations of terrigennous sediments ovver the last 50 million
years. The laater profiles show the relationship between
b
the accum
mulation of sedim
ments and down‐w
warping of the continental crust and
d the
lateral movement of the salt. The
T Terrebonne Trough is the centrral area of down‐w
warping that underrlies coastal Louisiiana.
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e al. (2015)20 showed thaat the velocities of moveement record
ded by CORS facilities in south
Karegar et
Louisiana include a com
mponent of horizontal
h
mo
ovement. Dookka et al. (20006)10 attributed this horizzontal
vector of movement to
t a large scaale, low‐angle
e detachmennt zone which
h is rooted in
n low strengtth salt
F
18, the
ey envisioned
d a tectonic b lock, which they called the “South Louisiana
and shale. As seen in Figure
ment along a horizontal suurface of saltt and shale haas been exprressed
Allochthon” in which lateral movem
both as horizontal and
d vertical movvement acrosss the Louisiaana coastal plain. This intterpretation o
of the
m
be
eing measure
ed by CORS w
would relatee some portion of the veertical
value of horizontal movement
subsidencce values bein
ng measured by CORS to the
t lateral moovement of ssalt in the deep Gulf of Mexico.
As is the case with the values off subsidence that may bee attributed to sedimentt compaction
n, any
o subsidence
e occurring in the coastal zzone that maay theoretically be attributted to
approximated values of
e deep Gulf of
o Mexico woould be best treated as a component o
of the
this lateraal movementt of salt in the
overall value of backgrround subside
ence that affe
ects the coasttal plain in a b
broad regionaal context.

Figure 18
8
10

The South Lo
ouisiana Allochtho
on postulated by Dokka
D
et al (2006)) . This representts the upper end of the size spectrum for both lateraal salt
47
movement and fault features. The east and wesst boundaries are roughly coincidennt with Stephens (22009) transfer faaults.

ANISMS OF HOT SPOTT SUBSIDEN
NCE
MECHA
Lateral Movement
M
of Ductile
D
Mudss and Clays
Subsidencce due to the
e ductile muds and clays is 1‐2 orderss of magnitu
ude smaller aand more localized
than the lateral move
ement of salt. It is also probably cloosely linked to the subsidence due tto the
ng and compaaction of thosse same mud
ds and clays. Morgan, Coleman and Gaagliano30 iden
ntified
dewaterin
the classic example of subsidence due to the lateral moveement of clayys in the bird
dfoot delta o
of the
Mississipp
pi River in the
eir study of mudlumps.
m
Mudlumps are the surface o
of the diapiricc intrusion of older
marine claay layers into
o and through
h overlying baar sands depoosited by the delta. Figure 19 shows thaat like
lateral sallt movement,, the moveme
ent of the claay layers crea tes subsidencce at the surfface in the fo
orm of
accommo
odation space
e for the accumulating sand deposits off the delta.
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Figu
ure 19
Mud
dlumps at the bird
dfoot delta. The lateral movement of the clays undder the weight off the delta bar saands provides a
15
mechanism of hot spo
ot subsidence. Imaage from Gagliano
o et al (2003)

Faulting
Faults are
e fundamentaal structural elements
e
of the
t Gulf of M
Mexico Provincce. They mayy be envision
ned as
slide surfaaces similar to
t those of a landslide, th
hough at a m
much larger sscale. As seen in Figure 2
22 the
essential components of a fault are
e the slip surface along whhich the failurre occurs, an escarpment aat the
“head” off the failure, and a compressive bunching of materiial at the “toe” of the feature. These faults
exist acro
oss a scale, fro
om small land
dslides deca‐m
meters in sizee to tectonic masses hund
dreds of kilom
meters
10
in size. Th
he South Lou
uisiana Allochthon of Dixon, Sella and Dokka reprresents the laatter (Figure 18), a
mega‐slide structure in which the horizontal movement is liinked to the lateral moveement of salt in its
compresssive “toe” reggion. In scale
e, the averagge south Lou isiana growth
h fault is som
mewhere bettween
these two
o end membe
ers. In a singgle growth faault, the planne of slippagee may extend
d for three or four
miles belo
ow the surface, its comprressive toe may
m be fifteenn to twenty m
miles toward the center o
of the
Gulf of Mexico
M
from its head escaarpment, and
d the length of the surface escarpmeent may be tten to
twenty miles.
m
These growth faullts translate horizontal s lippage alongg the slide ssurface to veertical
subsidencce at the surfface escarpme
ent, as sugge
ested by the ddiagrams in FFigures 21‐24. The escarpm
ments
of the fau
ults that exten
nd to the surfface are often
n expressed aas sharp lineaations on the topography o
of the
land. Fau
ult movementt is driven by gravity, and strain is conttinually releassed as a slow
w and steady ccreep.
Periodic episodes
e
of more
m
rapid mo
ovement have
e been noted .
Researche
ers including Morton, Rob
berts, Dokka, Kulp, Gaglianno and Lopez have studied
d and published on
subsidencce and its imp
pact on the Louisiana
L
coastal plain oveer the past feew decades. All recognizeed the
importancce of faults ass mechanisms of subsidence at the surfface. Mappin
ng these faultss in the subsu
urface
has been a principal paart of oil and gas exploration in south LLouisiana for many decadees, and most o
of the
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ults have been
n named and recognized by
b many geoloogists as natu
ural features o
of south Louisiana.
major fau
Some of the
t major fau
ults and salt domes of souttheast Louisiaana are also tthe primary sttructural elem
ments
of the Terrrebonne Tro
ough. The ou
utline of the Terrebonne
T
TTrough has beeen recognizeed by the pattterns
of sedime
ent thicknesss mapped by Combellas‐B
Bigott et al. ((2006)5 and KKulp (2000)244 (Figure 15).. The
Trough caan be defined
d by a system
m of large fau
ults that genttly arc across its northern boundary, and an
inter‐relatted set of larrge faults and
d salt domess that sharplyy define its southern boundary. As seeen in
Figure 20,, the faults to
o the north haave arrows in
ndicating a doown‐dropped direction to the south, orr their
direction of vertical movement
m
is down
d
toward the center oof the trough
h. The faults to the south
h have
ndicating the
eir down‐dropped directio
on is to thee north so that their dirrection of veertical
arrows in
movemen
nt is also tow
ward the cen
nter axis of the basin. TThe relation between thee structure o
of the
Terrebonn
ne Trough an
nd the patterrns of sedime
ent thickness in both the Middle Miocene and Holo
ocene
epochs in
ndicates that the vertical displacement of these faaults systems has played an integral role in
defining the
t patterns of
o subsidence
e over many millions
m
of yeears, as expressed by the ssediment thicckness
maps. Mapping many of the same faults where
e they reach tthe surface iss a relatively n
new development,
e has not been
n a widespreaad effort to document thee location of ffaults at the surface.
and there

Figure 20
2
Generalized map of the majo
or fault traces at depth.
d
Arrows ind
dicate the down‐d ropped direction oof each fault. Saltt domes are outlin
ned in
purple, and
d the outline of th
he Terrebonne Tro
ough is shown as a dashed orange li ne. The faults andd salt domes are tthe structural elem
ments
of the Trou
ugh. Sediments thicken toward the center of the trough, as can be seenn in Figure 15.
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CHIRP prrofile in Figuree 27

Figure 21
2
11

Surface fau
ult traces mapped by Dokka, 2011 . Along the north shore of Lake Ponntchartrain verticaal displacement du
ue to faulting is evvident
as distinct elevation changess on LIDAR data. The
T location of the
e CHIRP profile in FFigure 27 is shownn as a red line

The mostt obvious exp
pressions of fault
f
escarpm
ments in southh Louisiana aare the distin
nct and someetimes
subtle chaanges in surfface elevation
n along the major
m
compo nents of the Baton Rougee – Tepatate Fault
23&24
4
system. McCulloh
M
and Heinrich
h18 used digittal elevation models (DEM
Ms) generated
d from LIDAR (light
detection and ranging)) data to delin
neate the exp
pression of faault escarpmeents. The surrface expression of
these faults can be im
maged with LIIDAR data be
ecause they w
well above seea level wherre there is en
nough
vertical re
elief to see th
he displacement at the su
urface. Dokkaa (2006) also
o used LIDAR DEMs to illusstrate
where the surface escarpments of
o this fault system
s
crosssed the north
h shore of LLake Pontchartrain
17
(Figure 21
1). Haggar (2014) evaluaated landscap
pe level changges in the plaant communitties at Goose Point
on the no
orth shore of Lake Pontchaartrain, and concluded
c
thee subsidence due to verticcal movemen
nt of a
portion of this fault syystem was th
he only viable
e explanationn for those ch
hanges. Hagggar found thaat this
o the fault system,
s
called the Lacom
mbe Fault seggment, defin
ned a sharp boundary in both
portion of
elevation change and plant commu
unity change. The Baton R
Rouge – Tepaatate Fault syystem is coinccident
with Dixo
on and Dokkaa’s “breakaway zone” thaat defines thee northern eextent of their South Louisiana
Allochthon. Figure 18
8 shows the vertical exprression of theese escarpments along th
he Baton Rouge –
Tepatate Fault system in profile vie
ew. This proffile also show
ws a general rrepresentatio
on of other grrowth
faults within the basin
n that reach the
t surface to
o the south oof the Baton Rouge – Tepaatate system. The
maged with LIIDAR becausee they
expression of these faults at the surface in coastal Louisiana cannot be im
generally cross the maarshes of soutth Louisiana where
w
there i s essentially no vertical reelief. Instead there
is simply a cumulativve subsidencce of the maarsh surface on the “do
ownthrown” side of the fault
ent that resultts in the form
mation of an open
o
body of water within the marsh.
escarpme
Figure 22 illustrates th
he basic mech
hanics of faultting and the developmentt of complex faults system
ms like
those fou
und in the subsurface of coastal Louisiana. Thesee are “listric” faults, which
h are essentiially
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Figure 22
2
Sequential block diagrams show
s
the developm
ment of a fault syystem. The initial slope failure in A has the essentiaal elements of thee glide
plane, the head escarpmentt, and the compressional toe. As se
edimentary layers are added in B annd C the system b
becomes more com
mplex
with additional faults merging into the glide plane. Active sed
diment depositionn by a delta is likeely to be accomp
panied by episodicc fault
movementt causing subsiden
nce at the surface.

failures off the earth su
urface along a sloping slide (or glide) suurface. Three fundamenttal elements o
of the
listric fault are defined
d at the time
e of formatio
on – the glidee plane, an eescarpment aat the head o
of the
fault, and
d a compressional “toe”. As sedimenttary layers arre added, thee fault system
m becomes more
complex. Listric faults in south Lou
uisiana are commonly calleed “growth faaults” becausse the sedimeentary
m
of the faults. Acctive faults th
hat extend to
o the surface o
of the
layers thiccken or grow due to the movement
coastal wetlands
w
gene
erally have surface
s
expre
ession, and tthey cause local subsidence of the m
marsh
surface. Gagliano desscribed the development
d
of “D‐shape d” lakes in tthe marsh on
n the downth
hrown
ent is the lineear stroke of the “D” and the lake is fo
ormed
sides of surface faults where the faault escarpme
by the submergence of
o the marsh surface withiin the arc‐strooke of the “D
D”. Sharp lineations assocciated
b seen in we
etlands adjace
ent to hardw
wood forests w
where the su
ubmergence o
of the
with faultts may also be
downthro
own side of the
t fault hass killed off trrees creatingg a distinct tree line adjaacent to wetlands.
outh Louisian
Figures 23
3 and 24 illusttrate these tyypes of surfacce lineations aassociated with faults in so
na.
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Figure 23
2
Sharp lineaation in the marsh
h surface caused by
b the expression of
o
the Empire
e Fault just west of
o the Mississippi River.
R
1992 Landsaat
Imagery

Figurre 24
Lineati on of the St. Rosee Fault expressed as a tree line in th
he
hardwoood swamps nea r the I‐310/Airline Hwy intersectio
on
west off New Orleans. Gooogle Earth Imagery

Localized subsidence associated
a
with
w faulting coupled
c
withh the compacction and lateral movemeent of
clays distinguishes the
em from all of
o the previo
ously discusseed mechanisms of backgrround subsid
dence.
The elements of glaciaal isostatic ad
djustment, lithospheric fleexure, sedimeent compaction and lateraal salt
movemen
nt are charactterized by havving a broad affect across the coastal p
plain that is n
not associated
d with
any discre
ete manifestaation of subsid
dence, such as
a the formattion of a lake. Their effects may generaally be
grouped together in estimates off a combined
d value of tthe backgrou
und subsidence, which caan be
measured
d as a relative
ely uniform raate over longe
er periods of time. It is qu
uite probable that the estim
mates
of subside
ence derived from CORS measurement
m
ts and attribuuted solely to
o the mechanism of lithosp
pheric
flexure by Dixon and
d Dokka, sho
ould be morre correctly attributed to a general measuremeent of
backgroun
nd subsidencce attributable to some contribution
c
ffrom all of these backgro
ound mechan
nisms.
Conversely, subsidence caused by faulting and the lateral m
movement off clays usuallyy has a very direct
associatio
on with discre
ete manifestaations of sub
bsidence at thhe surface, and these may be grouped
d into
the categgory of “hot spot” subsid
dence. It is also quite pprobable that higher valu
ues of subsid
dence
measured
d over shorte
er periods of time by histo
orical tidal gaauge records,, geodetic levveling surveyys and
InSAR datta are indicative of hot spot
s
mechaniisms of subsiidence. The association of higher rattes of
subsidencce with the hot
h spot mech
hanisms will be discussed in more dettail in the secction on pred
dictive
modeling of subsidencce. The most direct eviden
nce of the asssociation of tthe surface lin
neations thatt have
e the expresssions of faultss and the faullt planes thatt displace sed
dimentary layyers at
been interpreted to be
maging techno
ology. We pro
opose
depth is from the vertiical profile of the subsurface provided bby seismic im
mic imaging can
c be used to
t map faultss that are imppacting the su
urface of coaastal Louisiana and
that seism
causing ho
ot spot subsid
dence.

REFLECTTION SEISM
MIC IMAGIING TECHN
NOLOGY
Reflection
n seismic is a subsurface imaging tecchnology anaalogous to a sonogram in
n medicine. Both
employ viibrational ene
ergy emitted form a sourcce, which refflects off a su
urfaces wheree there is a ch
hange
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orded by an imaging device. In the soonogram, surrfaces are diffferences in ttissue
in densityy, and is reco
density; in
n the case off seismic imaging, subsurfface boundarries between sediment layyers with diffferent
density. Reflection seismic has bee
en an integraal part of the oil and gas eexploration in
n coastal Louisiana
ption. Reflecction seismic has also be en adapted to geotechniical evaluatio
on for
almost since its incep
onstruction projects
p
and offshore “shallow haza rd” surveys.
Research
h application
ns for
major co
interpreting shallow subsurface ge
eology with high
h
resolutioon seismic im
maging have proven to bee very
p
focuss of this prop
posal. The vvarious types of utility for seismic datta are
effective, and are a primary
primarily determined by
b the freque
ency of the accoustic signall emitted from
m the sourcee. Standard o
oil and
mages at dep
pths between 3,000 and 2
20,000
gas industry seismic data is generaally intended to resolve im
quencies are between 5 and 65 hertzz (cycles per second). Sh
hallow
feet. Onshore seismic wavelet freq
a at the otther end of the
t spectrum
m. Compresssed High Inteensity Radar Pulse
investigatting seismic are
(CHIRP) su
ub‐bottom prrofilers are intended to ressolve images up to 100 feeet below the surface. Thiss type
of seismicc uses an acoustic FM pulsse generated by compute r in the equip
pment. The w
wavelet geneerated
from thesse pulses can have frequencies betwee
en 2,000 and 16,000 hertzz. Between th
hese end mem
mbers
are imaging tools inclu
uding “sparke
er” and “boom
mer” surveys.. The deeperr the focus off investigation
n that
a seismic survey targets, the lowerr the frequency of the eneergy source tthat it will utiilize and the lower
the verticcal resolution of its imaging will be. Oil and gas seissmic surveys can normallyy resolve indivvidual
subsurfacce features no
n more thaan 20 feet in
n thickness. CHIRP survveys are cap
pable of reso
olving
subsurfacce features on
n a scale of 2 to 3 feet, but they can oonly image down to abou
ut 100 feet. Faults
affecting the surface of the Lou
uisiana wetlands have beeen imaged with both standard ind
dustry
on seismic data and with high
h resolutio
on CHIRP dataa being used iin research effforts. We pro
opose
exploratio
an integrration of the
ese technologgies will mosst effectivelyy gain a morre complete understanding of
faulting and its implicaations for subsidence and relative
r
sea leevel rise.
CHIRP Sub
b‐Bottom Pro
ofiler

Figure 25
CHIRP seismic eequipment similarr to that owned byy
UNO and discusssed in the initial p
project proposal

Figure 25
5 shows a piccture of the Edgetech SB‐216 CHIRP sseismic acquisition equipment. This is the
equipmen
nt owned by the Coastal Research
R
Laboratory at th e Pontchartrrain Institute for Environm
mental
Sciences in the Univerrsity of New Orleans thatt will be disccussed in the specific projject details o
of this
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b
used in coastal
c
research for severaal decades. Flocks et al. (2
2006)12 used C
CHIRP
proposal. CHIRP has been
o study histo
orical deltas of
o the Mississsippi River noow buried beeneath the su
urface of Barataria
profiles to
Bay and the near offsh
hore area. Figgure 26 shows a CHIRP proofile of an inccised channel from one of those
o map out thhe configurattion of these ssubmerged delta
delta systems. The CHIRP data can be used to

Figure
e 26
CHIRP seismic
s
image of an incised channel from a submerged
d delta beneath Baarataria Bay from Flocks, et.al., 2006

12

lobes in more
m
detail so
o that we maay better und
derstand the patterns of tthe delta cyclle that formeed the
coastal wetlands.
w
Sim
milar incised channels were mapped bby Rogers, Ku
ulp, and Min
ner (2009)43 iin the
ancestral St. Bernard Delta lobe th
hat was activve about 2,0000 years ago and is now submerged b
below
Chandeleur and Breto
on sounds. This
T
is the same delta sysstem in whicch Frazier doccumented a 2,100
year‐old cypress
c
stump
p on the bankks of one of itts distributaryy channels, ass shown in Figgure 7. Comb
bining
CHIRP pro
ofiling with age‐date
a
dataa is the mostt effective waay to reconsttruct the histtory of the co
oastal
52
plain. Yeaager et al. (20
013) used CHIRP
C
data in the Pearl Rivver Delta to m
map faults thaat extended tto the
surface off the delta we
etlands. By combining
c
the
e structural innterpretation
n of the faultss with radiocaarbon
and optically stimulate
ed luminescen
nce age‐datin
ng of sedimenntary cores th
hey were ablee to estimate rates
of subside
ence due to faault moveme
ent. They con
ncluded that:

“Given the
t similaritties in the geological structure
s
annd surface landscapes of, and hu
uman
impacts on Holocene
e‐age delta systems glo
obally, we eexpect that these kinds of fault sysstems
ant but poorrly characteerized
and theirr influences are prolificc and repressent a criticaally importa
compone
ent of marsh
h sustainabiility.”
While thiis study wass effective in
n imaging sh
hallow fault displacemen
nts on individual profiless, the
interpretaation was limited by the faact that the CHIRP
C
data w
was acquired o
only within th
he channels o
of the
delta, and
d the authors were only ab
ble to infer the trace of thee faults acrosss the surface by extrapolaation.
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m shallow faults in sou
utheast Louisiana. Lopez et al.
Other autthors have also used CHIRP data to map
25
(1997) documented
d
hartrain. Figu
ure 27
faults reachiing the surface of the boottom of the Lake Pontch
illustratess the ability of
o the techno
ology to allow
w for the acccurate interp
pretation of the location o
of the
fault, the
e timing and
d rate of its vertical mo
ovement, andd therefore an estimatio
on of the raate of
subsidencce caused by that vertical movement. This
T fault ext ends the botttom Lake Pontchartrain (aat the
location shown
s
in Figu
ure 21) verticaally offsets th
he sedimentaary layers belo
ow the lake b
bottom and ccauses
a thickeniing of the sed
dimentary layyers in the do
ownthrown faault block to the left of th
he fault line o
on the

Figure 277
Fault imaged by a high resolution CHIRP seismicc line
25
from Lopez, eet.al., 1997 . Linee location is show
wn on
Figure 21

profile. Lo
opez et al. concluded sed
dimentary layyers accumu lated contem
mporaneouslyy with the veertical
movemen
nt of the fau
ult. If the sed
dimentary laayers can be dated, then
n a rate of ssubsidence caan be
estimated
d for the time
e period. Usin
ng Figure 27 fo
or example, i f the sedimen
ntary layer beetween B and
d C on
this profile is 27 feet thick
t
on the upthrown
u
side of the faultt and 38 feett thick on thee downthrown
n side
of the fau
ult, then the fault caused
d 11 feet of thickening (aand by infereence approxiimately 11 feeet of
subsidencce) during the
e period of deposition. If it could be d etermined th
hat horizon C is 1550 yearrs and
horizon B is 1220 yearrs then the su
ubsidence of 11 feet tookk place over 3330 years, orr it had an avverage
rate of mo
otion of 0.4 inches (or 10 mm) per year. The qualityy the U.S.G.S.. high‐resoluttion seismic ssurvey
is impresssive, howeverr, the grid of data was nott dense enou gh nor in thee proper orien
ntation to maap the
traces of faults
f
across the
t bottom surface of the lake.
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The Limittations of CHIRP
Roberts, Morton
M
and Freeman
F
(200
08)42 recorded
d the image ((Figure 28) off a fault reach
hing the surfaace at
the bottom of Lake Me
echant in Terrrebonne Pariish. This imagge is also an excellent disp
play of the reelative
thickeningg of the sedim
mentary layerrs (and thereffore an inferrred rate of subsidence) cau
used by an acctively
moving faault. The findings of thiss study actuallly had more negative implications for the use of C
CHIRP

Figure 228
Fault offsettting the bottom o
of Lake Mechant im
maged
by a high resolution CHIRP seismic line from Ro
oberts,
41
et.al., 2008

in coastal research th
han would be
e suggested by the imagging of this ffault. The reesearchers uttilized
substantiaal volumes off seismic dataa that had be
een acquired over a three‐‐year period. The image o
of the
fault in Figure 28 was the only cleaar image of a fault that w
was captured in the entire data volumee, and
this pointts to the mostt significant limitation of CHIRP
C
data inn studying thee shallow sub
bsurface of co
oastal
Louisiana. CHIRP seismic data mu
ust be acquire
ed by towingg equipment behind a boat. The minimum
pth necessaryy for effective
ely recording sub‐bottom profiles with this equipmeent is about 6 feet.
water dep
Roberts et
e al. were lim
mited to acqu
uiring data within
w
the bouundaries of laakes in the m
marsh that weere at
least this deep. This iss the significaant limitation
n to the abilitty of CHIRP to
o effectively image the sh
hallow
L
Op
pen bodies of water in sou th Louisiana, deep enough
h to acquire C
CHIRP
subsurfacce of coastal Louisiana.
seismic data,
d
are spaatially inadeq
quate to reggionally map at the scales needed tto assess fau
ulting,
subsidencce and the submergence of
o the coastal plain by relattive sea level rise.
Oil and Gas Industry Seismic Data in
i Mapping Shallow
S
Faults
Kuecher et
e al. (2001)233 were the firrst to use oil and gas induustry seismic d
data to identtify and map faults
extendingg to and show
wing obvious expression in
n the surface of the wetlan
nds. As show
wn in Figure 29, the
faults mayy be imaged with
w seismic data because
e of the disco ntinuity is evvident in the ssedimentary layers
across the
e fault. Theyy mapped three well‐estaablished faultts by the oil aand gas industry – the Em
mpire,
Lake Hatcch and Golden
n Meadow faaults. These faults
f
also offfer excellent eexamples of ssurface expreession
by the shaarp lineationss and the form
mation of “D‐‐shaped” lakees on their do
ownthrown sid
des.
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Auge
er profile (fig 30)

Figure 29
2
Exploration
n seismic 2‐D profiile showing the Em
mpire Fault as a ye
ellow dashed line. The location of thhe line is shown ass A‐A’
23
The fault re
eaches the surface
e at the sharp lineaaton in the marsh surface. From Kueecher et al. (2001))

Figure
e 30
McCaulley auger profile across the Empirre Fault showing the rotational suubmergence of thhe original marsh surface by verticcal
15
movem
ment on the fault, from Gagliano, et
e al. (2003) . Th
he location of thee profile is shownn as line X‐X’ on Fig 29. Subsiden
nce
estimattes caused by vertical fault moveme
ent have been added to Gagliano’s ooriginal diagram.
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Figure 31
A time sequencce of images showing the formation of the open body
b
of water aloong the downthroown side of the Empire Fault. Eaach image
corresponds to an underlying reconstruction of Gagglino’s auger borin
ng profile to the s ame point in timee. The vertical mo
ovement of the Em
mpire Fault
causes the form
mation of the open body of water wh
hen the marsh surface reaches sea l evel, which progreessively deepens aas subsidence advances.
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Following on Kuecher’s study, Gagliano et al., using auger samples created a profile across the Empire
Fault scarp, and demonstrated that the original marsh surface on the downthrown side of the fault had
subsided about four feet from its original elevation by the time the cores were collected in 1998 (Figure
30). Gagliano compared aerial photography from 1971 to satellite imagery from 1998 to show that the
lake along the downthrown side of the fault trace had been formed in 27 years. By using a more
complete set of sequential imagery and assuming that the subsidence rate caused by the fault
movement was consistent throughout the period in which the lake was formed, it is possible to
reconstruct the profile to its likely configuration at a time coincident with each image in the sequence.
Figure 31 shows the reconstruction of the original marsh surface back to a uniform elevation in 1941,
the earliest available image for this evaluation. It is more probable that the elevation of the original
marsh surface was maintained until the early 1930s, the time at which a complete levee system along
the west bank of the Mississippi River would have effectively cut off the sediment supply to marsh.
Prior to this time the distributary channels crossing this portion of the delta plain and the annual
overbank flooding of the main river channel would have delivered a regular supply of sediment to the
marsh allowing it to maintain a consistent elevation. In this situation even if the fault were actively
subsiding, the sediment being delivered from the river would have filled in any depression that might be
formed by subsidence due to fault movement. After the completion of the levees, and the cessation of
regular sediment delivery, subsidence caused by vertical movement along the slide plane of the fault
would have created a change in elevation across the marsh surface that was not filled in with sediment.
What this sequence of images shows, however is that from a starting elevation of two feet above sea
level it would have taken 40 years for the marsh surface to reach sea level. The 1973 satellite image
therefore shows no apparent development of open water along the fault. From above it still looks like a
uniform marsh surface across the fault plane. The fact that open water does appear on the 1978
imagery indicates that it only required a brief time interval after 1973 to submerge the marsh below sea
level, and therefore the elevation of the marsh was probably very close to sea level in 1973. The same
uniform rate of subsidence that brought the marsh surface from 2 feet above sea level in 1930 to just
below sea level in 1978 continued to submerge the marsh until an open body of water with a depth of
about 2 feet below sea level was formed by 1998. An average subsidence rate of 17 mm/yr can be
estimated from these elevation changes.
The area south of Houma, Louisiana where Kuecher et al. mapped the Lake Hatch and Golden Meadow
faults was coincident with an area investigated by Morton, Buster and Krohn (2002)31. Morton et al.
used relative sea level rise values that had been interpreted from the historical records of several inland
tidal gauges by Penland et al. (1989)41. The evaluation by Penland et al. was exactly the same as that
used to evaluate subsidence using the record of the Grand Isle tidal gauge by Blum and Roberts in the
construction of Figure 10 as discussed earlier. Neither the Penland nor the Morton group derived
subsidence values from the relative sea level rise values estimated for these gauges, but a reasonable
estimate can be made by simply subtracting an average global sea level rise rate of 3 mm/yr from the
total relative sea level rise rate estimated for each gauge. The most important aspect of the Morton et
al. evaluation is that they showed that relative sea level rise rates, and therefore implicitly subsidence
rates can be represented a by a contour map of subsidence values across a portion of the coastal plain.
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e‐by‐side comparison of the map of surfface fault traces generated by Kuecherr et al.
Figure 32 shows a side
ubsidence ratte contour map generated
d by Morton eet al. Kuecheer et al. deterrmined that the
and the su

Figure 32
2
31

41

A side‐by‐sid
de comparison of the contour map of relative sea level rise by Morto n, et.al., 2002 ((using data from P
Penland, et.al., 19989 )
with the surfface fault trace maap from Kuecher, et.al., 2001 showss a strong correlattion between the ppattern of faults and subsidence

faults they had mapped using subsu
urface seismicc images cou ld be shown tto:

“identifyy major veg
getation biiozones, new
w areas off wetlands loss, and the positio
on of
transgresssive lakes”” (these wou
uld be coincid
dent with G
Gagliano’s “D
D‐shaped” la
akes).
They furtther determiined that these surface expressions were the rresult of “acctive fault‐ind
duced
subsidencce in the dow
wnthrown block (of the fault)”.
f
The pattern of rrelative sea level rise con
ntours
with the patttern of the faaults mapped
mapped by
b Morton et al. is highly conformable
c
d by Kuecher et al.,
and it maay be reasonaably inferred that the valu
ues of relativve sea level rrise determin
ned from histtorical
tidal gaugge data in th
his area is du
ue to subside
ence inducedd by the activve movemen
nt on these ffaults.
These are
eas are classicc examples off hot spots of subsidence ccaused by fau
ult movementt.
3‐D Seism
mic Surveys
All of the
e examples off both lower and higher resolution
r
se ismic data th
hat have beeen discussed sso far
were acq
quired and displayed as linear profile
es. These tw
wo‐dimension
nal or “2‐D” seismic linees are
generally laid out in so
ome form of a grid‐like arraangement of lines so that individual lines can be “tieed” at
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hout the grid. Each
the pointss of intersectiion and interpretations of the subsurfaace can be carrried through
line in a 2‐D grid is acquired, processsed and imagged independdently. Interp
pretations across areas covered
by 2‐D se
eismic grids re
equire interpolation acrosss areas betw
ween the lines, and such interpretation
ns are
inherentlyy incomplete
e. Advancem
ments in acqu
uisition technnology and ccomputationaal capacity b
by the
1990s allo
owed for the acquisition of
o exploration seismic datta in three‐diimensional grrids, in which
h shot
holes and
d recording devices were laid out in orderly arranggements, and
d all of the daata was combined
into a datta volume priior to processing and disp
play. The obvvious advantaages of 3‐D seismic surveyys are
that the data volume generally prrovides an ne
early compleete and unbrroken image of the subsu
urface
e area coverred by the grid,
g
and imaages of the ddata can be displayed in
n a wide ran
nge of
under the
orientatio
ons including any vertical azimuth, as a horizontal slice, or in a variety of three‐dimenssional
cube‐like images. A significant majority of the subsurface
s
unnderlying coastal Louisianaa has been im
maged
t
decades (figure 34).. To date thee utilization o
of 3‐D seismicc data
by 3‐D seismic data ovver the past three
o shallow fau
ults has been virtually nonnexistent.
to aid in the mapping of

Figure 33
Surfface fault traces mapped with th
he 3‐D
seismic survey outline
ed by the white daash
line. The fault trace
es are in blue and red.
1
From
m Armstrong, et.al., 2014

c
of a 3‐D seismic surve
ey to be used
d in the mappping of shallo
ow faults for aacademic ressearch
The first case
1
purposes resulted in a 2014 publication from Armstrong eet al. to stu
udy the interrplay between the
ogy of ancestrral channels of
o the Mississsippi River andd the active ggrowth faults that they cro
ossed.
morpholo
They utilizzed a 530 squ
uare‐mile 3‐D
D survey donaated to the u niversities byy Western‐Geeco, now a divvision
of Schlum
mberger. The
e survey had
d originally be
een acquiredd in the deltaa wetlands o
of St. Bernard
d and
Plaquemines parishes for oil and gas
g exploratio
on. These reesearchers w
were able to map river ch
hannel
deposits and
a shallow faults within the data vollume. They mapped tweenty‐eight ind
dividual faultss, and
found thaat most of th
he faults imagged appeared
d to extend tto the surfacce. As illustrrated in Figurre 33,
taken from
m their publiccation, they found that:
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“several of these faults correspond to abrupt shifts from emergent wetlands to fully
submerged areas of open water on the delta surface.”
In other words, they found that the surface traces of the faults defined sharp boundaries between
marsh surface and open bodies of water, as envisioned in Gagliano’s description of a “D‐shaped” lake. It
is obvious from this interpretation that 3‐D seismic surveys can be used to map faults that extend to the
surface of the wetlands, and that in many cases the traces of those faults may explain the formation of
open bodies of water in the marsh due to subsidence. If this capability to map faults could be expanded
to the ability to map the rate of subsidence being caused by fault movement, then significant progress
could be made in assessing the impacts of relative sea level rise in coastal Louisiana due to subsidence.

USING OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY 3‐D SEISMIC DATA TO MAP SHALLOW FAULTS
There is clear evidence that the vertical movement of faults which extend to the surface in coastal
Louisiana is a primary cause of the patterns of hot spot subsidence. These patterns of subsidence have
been recognized by several of the most important methods of measurement, and short‐term rates are
estimated to be as high as 29 mm/yr., or about 11 inches per decade. Peer‐reviewed scientific studies
have shown that these shallow‐cutting faults can be imaged with both lower frequency, lower resolution
oil and gas industry seismic data and with higher frequency, higher resolution CHIRP research data.
Each of these subsurface imaging technologies offers specific desirable attributes of interpretation, and
taken together it would appear that they could be used as complimentary data sets that each provide
attributes that the other does not. Keucher et al. (2001)23 were able to show that the faults they
interpreted to be affecting patterns of vegetation and land loss at the surface were the same faults that
had been mapped at depth in previous oil and gas exploration efforts. The deep imaging capabilities of
the lower frequency data allows for this type of interpretation of the geologic history of a fault. It is
likely that detailed studies of faults like those mapped by Keucher’s group will reveal patterns of
episodic movement that have resulted in variable rates of subsidence through time. Kulp, Roberts,
Lopez and their coauthors were able to image the shallow portions of other faults with striking accuracy
and resolution. By using CHIRP data, it appears to be possible to interpret detailed patterns of fault
movement in the recent past that could provide for reasonable estimates of rates of subsidence. While
the acquisition of CHIRP data has limitations, the acquisition of industry seismic data has not been
limited by surface geography or topography, and 3‐D surveys are widely available across the coastal
plain.
The premise of this proposal is that in order to properly assess the likely future impacts of relative sea
level rise on the most important infrastructure of the oil and gas industry in south Louisiana it will be
necessary to define the relationship between shallow faulting and the subsidence component of relative
sea level rise. The essential first step in this assessment will be an accurate mapping of the location of
shallow faults across the coastal plain. Oil and gas industry seismic data has been shown to be the most
reliable means of achieving a general mapping of shallow faults across broad areas of southeast
Louisiana, but the shallow resolution of the readily available data is inadequate for detailed mapping
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and subsidence rate estimation. This proposal will describe a general methodology by which the
existing 3‐D seismic surveys covering south Louisiana could be utilized to accomplish the objective of
effectively mapping faults and estimating associated subsidence through a set of inter‐related research
projects. The initial project conceived under this proposal will be described in some detail, and will be
used as a model test case that will serve as a basis to develop other projects.
South Louisiana 3‐D seismic surveys
The ownership of 3‐D seismic data in south Louisiana varies on a survey‐by‐survey basis, but generally
falls into one of two categories – proprietary and speculative surveys. Speculative 3‐D surveys have
been acquired by geophysical companies for the purpose of licensing the data to third parties.
Geophysical companies such as Western‐Geco, Seismic Exchange, Seitel and Geophysical Pursuit usually
have the technological capability to oversee the field acquisition and processing of the data, and they
prepare a user‐ready seismic survey for delivery to the licensing third party. The third parties to which
the data is licensed are generally oil and gas companies that intend to utilize the data for exploration or
oil and gas field evaluation. Proprietary 3‐D surveys have generally been acquired by a single entity or a
consortium of entities for the purposes of evaluating a specific area with the intention of retaining
exclusive ownership of the data. There has been a tendency over time for proprietary surveys to be
purchased by the geophysical companies and integrated into the data libraries that they make available
for license. A significant proportion of south Louisiana is now covered with 3‐D seismic surveys that are
owned by the four principal geophysical companies listed, as shown in Figure 34. The essential
connection between the geophysical companies and the third parties is the license agreement
document. This document defines an intellectual property license to use the data for specific purposes.
In executing the license agreement the third party agrees to the terms and conditions under which the
data may be used, who may have access to the data, and how it may be shared with others. The
utilization of 3‐D seismic data for academic research purposes, as will be proposed here, is also covered
by a license agreement that defines the same type of terms and conditions for its use. The volume of 3‐
D seismic data that is necessary for the type of research being proposed here could be limited to a depth
of 5,000 or less. The objective of this research is initially to interpret the shallowest portions of the data
volumes in an attempt to map faults and potentially estimate subsidence rates. In nearly every case the
shallower portions of the subsurface that have been imaged by 3‐D seismic surveys in south Louisiana
have very little, if any, exploration potential. Limiting the data volumes that are licensed to research
institutions to a shallow depth range in the projects envisioned by this proposal should help to facilitate
the academic licensing process.
Seismic reprocessing for shallow interpretation
Advances in computing technology brought about the advent of 3‐D seismic surveys for oil and gas
exploration. Processing of the raw data is as significant as the acquisition of the data itself, and the
manner in which a survey is processed can fundamentally determine what the final product is capable of
imaging. In south Louisiana the primary objective of acquiring oil and gas exploration surveys is to
provide for optimal resolution at depths between 5,000 and 20,000 feet where the exploration targets
are likely to occur. In order to most effectively use exploration seismic surveys to map shallow faulting it
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Fiigure 35
44

Figure 34
Coverage off southeast Louisiana with 3‐D seismic surveys owned by
three majo
or geophysical co
ompanies – Western‐Geco (divission of
Schlumberger), Seismic Exchange, Inc. and Seite
el

Paanel from Rollins,, et.al.,2010
sh
howing conventio
onal
prrocessing of 3‐D seismic at the to
op, a standard h
high
reesolution 2‐D seeismic line in tthe middle, and
d a
reeprocessed versionn of the 3‐D data on the bottom. TThe
ennhancement of reesolution and freq
quency content rivvals
thhe 2‐D line

may be necessary to re‐process the
e data to optimize shallow
w resolution. There is sub
bstantial precedent
for the successful emp
ployment of th
his type of reprocessing.
The Bureau of Ocean
n Energy Management (B
BOEM) and itts predecesssor the Mineerals Manageement
Service (M
MMS) have re
equired the submission off a shallow haazard survey report covering the location of
each prop
posed well, facility or pipeline in the Federal
F
oute r continentall shelf (OCS) waters. Unttil the
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relatively recent past shallow hazard surveys included shallow‐imaging high resolution seismic profiles
that were acquired separately from exploration seismic surveys. In 2008 the MMS changed its
regulations to allow for operators to substitute the high‐resolution subbottom profiler and medium
penetration seismic profiler information with existing 3‐D seismic surveys that had been reprocessed to
allow for adequate shallow resolution. An example of the effectiveness of reprocessing in improving the
shallow resolution of 3‐D seismic data to allow for utilization in a shallow hazard survey was presented
by authors from BP and TGS at the 2010 Society of Exploration Geophysicists convention (Rollins et al.
(2010)43). The panel of seismic images in Figure 35 shows the conventional 3‐D seismic processing on
the top, a standard high‐resolution subbottom profile in the middle and the reprocessed 3‐D seismic
data on the bottom. There is an obvious dramatic improvement in the resolution and frequency content
in the reprocessed 3‐D that closely approximates the high‐resolution subbottom profile. These authors
noted that the reprocessed data had the added benefit of being a 3‐D data volume as opposed to the 2‐
D grid of profiles in the shallow hazard survey.
Many of the same reprocessing algorithms that have been effective in improving the shallow resolution
of seismic data in the OCS can be applied to 3‐D surveys that were acquired in coastal Louisiana. The
principal objective in reprocessing these surveys is to allow for the accurate mapping of shallow faults,
and the possibility in some cases of being able to estimate historical rates of fault movement and
associated subsidence. Given this well‐defined set of objectives the reprocessing algorithms can be
specifically designed to optimize imaging of the upper 5,000 feet of the subsurface. This can be best
achieved through four fundamental elements of reprocessing that may be different from the standard
algorithms for exploration data.
1.
5‐D Interpolation – this standard component of seismic processing is used to attempt to
fill in deficits in spatial sampling along five seismic data dimensions (inline, crossline, offset,
azimuth, and frequency). In shallow onshore data 5‐D interpolation is most likely to be used to
fill in shallow data gaps that have been caused by surfaces obstacles in the acquisition of the
data. These shallow gaps are less important in standard deep interpretation, and filling them in
with interpolation can be a significant enhancement to shallow resolution.
2.
Frequency filtering – a broad range of frequencies is very significant in attempting to
optimize shallow resolution relative to standard processing. The “high‐cut” filter applied in
standard data processing may filter out frequency content that is valuable in shallow imaging.
The proper low‐cut filter is also critical to preserving signal while reducing ground roll and
surface noise.
3.
Refraction statics – surface conditions in coastal Louisiana often require the application
of refraction statics to correct differences in arrival times of the seismic data. These are
essential to both standard processing and shallow high resolution processing in determining
subsurface structure and faulting.
4.
Velocity analysis – this is likely to be the processing component that offers the greatest
opportunity for enhanced shallow resolution. The density of velocity “picks” that control the
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Figure 36
A 2‐D seismic grid
donated by Geophysical
Pursuit and two 3‐D
seismic surve
eys donated
by Schlumb
berger will
provide the basis
b
for the
Land Bridge Project.
Base imageryy from the
NOAA Louisiaana Coastal
DEM

Geophysiccal Pursuit, In
nc. donated itts 2‐D explorration seismicc grid in Lake Pontchartrain. This grid is the
latest vinttage and highest quality seismic data available in the Lake. Un
nder the direection of Dr. Mark
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Kulp, the Land Bridge Project will consist of four primary research components. The essential first step
of this proposal is to bring together a consortium of oil and gas industry partners to fund these
components. A budget and funding estimates for each component are presented in Table 1.
Component 1 – Subsurface mapping with exploration seismic data
Thesis research projects for two M.S. degree candidates and one Ph.D. degree candidate that will
include subsurface mapping and fault interpretation utilizing the seismic surveys in Lake Pontchartrain
and Lake Borgne. Funding for this component will include stipends and tuition for each student, salary
contribution for faculty, university administrative cost, and payment to research partner the Lake
Pontchartrain Basin Foundation for GIS mapping support.
Component 2 – CHIRP seismic acquisition and interpretation
Each of the three thesis research projects may include acquisition of high resolution CHIRP seismic data.
The CHIRP data will be acquired at various points throughout the span of the project. Primary
acquisition will utilize equipment and technology owned by the UNO Coastal Research Laboratory.
Additional equipment may be leased for data acquisition requirements specific to each thesis project.
We want to acquire sufficient CHIRP coverage in the Project Area to enhance faults mapped with
exploration seismic data, estimate subsidence rates on the faults, and compare CHIRP with the high
resolution reprocessing of the exploration seismic data. Funding for this component will include the
cost of operating the UNO equipment and the potential cost of leasing additional equipment to be used
on those deployments.
Component 3 – High resolution reprocessing of exploration seismic data
This component will advance independently of the thesis research projects, but will contribute to each
of them upon completion. The reprocessing will be bid out to third party contractors. This will be the
most expensive component of the project, but essential for the integration of the reprocessed data into
the individual thesis research projects. The assessment of the reprocessed data relative to the results of
the acquired CHIRP seismic data will determine the future utility of high resolution reprocessing as a tool
for coastal research. Funding for this component is represented in table 1 as an initial cost estimate.
Component 4 – Sedimentary core collection and analysis
Accurate interpretation of the subsurface with seismic data fundamentally relies on a determination of
the lithostratigraphy, biostratigraphy, sedimentology, radiochemistry and age‐dating of the sedimentary
layers that have been imaged by the seismic data. Each thesis project may include the collection and
analysis of cores, collected in shallow water, marsh or dry land within the Project Area. Funding for this
component is represented in table 1 as an intermittent series of collection and analysis efforts.

The “Project Area” for the initial test project of this proposal is shown in Figure 36.
surrounding the New Orleans East Land Bridge was chosen for several important reasons:

This area
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Figure 36
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Figure 37
Peer‐reviiewed scientific puublications on faullting in the projectt area

PREDICTTIVE MODELLING OFF SUBSIDEN
NCE AND ITTS IMPACTT ON COASSTAL
INFRASTTRUCTUREE
Thus far, our proposaal has utilized
d peer‐review
wed literaturee. However,, there are n
no published peer‐
on of faults exxtending to th
he surface wiith measured rates
reviewed studies that combine the interpretatio
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Figure 38
8
First‐order approximation
a
of what
w
a surface fault atlas may look like. Surface fault traces are shown as dashed red linees

Regional Surface Faultt Trace Map
Constructted from a co
ombination of
o sources, Figgure 38 is a ffirst order ap
pproximation of how a reggional
surface faault trace map
p in the propo
osed atlas might look. Oncce a “critical m
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a
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The relationship between fault planes displayed on a vertical plane, as they would look on a seismic
profile imaging the subsurface, and fault traces traversing the surface of coastal Louisiana is shown in
Figure 39. The front face of the block diagram shows the image of a seismic profile that would be used
to interpret the outline of the salt domes, shown in purple, and the sedimentary layers, shown as
variously colored packages of seismic reflectors. The other vertical face shows how the sedimentary
layers in the subsurface are offset by the vertical movement of the faults. In general the faults down
drop the sedimentary layers into the basins, such as the Terrebonne Trough. It is the down dropped
sides of these same faults that define the hot spots of subsidence at the surface.
The ultimate objective of this proposal is to assemble an atlas of surface fault traces that are the
cumulative result of many research projects similar to the Land Bridge Project described here. The
surface fault atlas will be a valuable resource for academic study and infrastructure planning on its own.
Any road, bridge, levee or construction project that is crossed by one of the fault traces mapped as a
result of this proposal should be flagged for monitoring for the potential impacts of fault movement.
Dixon and Dokka (2006) stated:

“Parts of St. Bernard and Orleans parishes west of Lake Borgne are experiencing subsidence
rates of more than 20 mm/yr., including the levee system along the Mississippi River Gulf
Outlet (MRGO) canal. Parts of this levee system were breached during the flooding associated
with Hurricane Katrina, and this could be explained by the location of breach points and the
high rate of subsidence beneath these levee sections. Considered over the lifetime of the
levees, our subsidence estimates are probably minimum values, given that subsidence was
most rapid in the first years after their construction in the 1960s. Levee failure may have
resulted from overtopping because the levees were too low — data collected after the storm
indicate that water levels exceeded those expected by 0.9–1.7m. Alternatively, the high
subsidence rates we observe might reflect active faulting or a weak, easily compacted
substrate, promoting failure at or near the levee base.”
Their observation underscores the critical importance of attempting to interpret and map the location of
surface faults across coastal Louisiana. Integrating known subsidence rates across the surface of this
area with a map of the fault traces would provide an invaluable tool for infrastructure assessment.
Predictive Modeling of Subsidence
Figure 40 is an example of an integrated surface fault – subsidence map constructed using interpreted
data. The surface fault traces are in blue with contours of estimated rates of average subsidence
associated with the faults. The map is based on the determination of a temporal relationship between
the subsidence measured by the Grand Isle tidal gauge as shown in Figure 41 made by Kolker et al.
(2011)22 and land loss also mapped in the spatial domain in the Barataria Basin by Couvillion et al.
(2011)6. Figure 41, shows the “tight coupling” between the rate of subsidence derived from the Grand
Isle tidal gauge and the rate of land loss within the Barataria Basin, which surrounds Grand Isle. The rate
of land loss for the Barataria Basin can be inferred from Figure 42. The histogram shows land loss in
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Figure 40
4
A visualizattion of what an in
ntegrated surface fault trace / subsidence map may llook like given ad equate academic research to create it.
Surface fau
ult traces are show
w as dashed blue liines. Subsidence contours with valuues in mm/yr are shown as black lin
nes. Hot spots of h
high
rate subsid
dence along fault traces
t
indicate active vertical movem
ment of the faults

irregular time
t
intervals, which are identified on
n the color coode legend aat the left of the figure. TThese
intervals are
a determin
ned by the vin
ntages of aerrial photograpphy or satelliite imagery that were avaailable
for land area
a
change measurement
m
ts. The first aerial
a
photoggraphic surveey to cover so
outh Louisiana was
acquired in 1932; the next one waas in 1956. By
B 1973 Landssat satellite iimagery was available oveer the
ws that about 57 square miiles of wetlannds were lost in the Barataaria Basin bettween
coast. Figgure 42 show
1932 and 1956, and ab
bout 70 square miles betw
ween 1956 annd 1973. Theese values aree also represented
on Figure
e 41 from Kolker et al., and this figure
e shows thatt this period of maximum
m land loss closely
coincides with the period of maxim
mum subsidence that can bbe inferred fro
om the historrical records o
of the
Grand Isle
e tidal gauge. Kolker et al. interpreted from
f
this relaationship thatt:

“Subside
ence, couple
ed with red
duced sedim
ment loads aand global sea level rrise, leads tto an
elevation
n deficit, le
eading to submergencee of marshhes and con
nversion of land into open
water.”
In other words
w
subside
ence was the primary causse of land losss in the Barattaria Basin.
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Figgure 42

Figure
e 41
“Tight coupling”
c
in the relationship between subsidence
e
measure
ed at the Grand Isle tidal gauge by Kolker, et.al.,
21
2011 and
a
land loss in the Barataria Basin by Couvillion,
et.al., 20
011. Graph from Ko
olker, et.al.

Ratees of land loss in the Baratariaa Basin measureed by
6
Cou villion, et.al., 20111 using aerial pho
otography and sattellite
imaggery. Values of laand loss measured between vintagges of
imaggery are displayedd in Figure 45 at the centerpoint o
of the
timee interval. Color coodes correspond tto those in Figure 447

Figure 43
4
6

Land loss measured
m
by Couvvillion, et.al., 2011
1 displayed in the spatial domain. The same valuess represented in tthe temporal dom
main in
Figure 42 for
f the Barataria Basin
B
are displayed
d in map view here
e. The visualizatioon of what a subsiidence map may lo
ook like shown is Figure
41 was con
nstructed on the premise that this land loss map maay be used to creaate a subsidence map by contourin
ng values of subsidence
measured by various sourcess using the pattern
ns of land loss in the spatial domainn as a guide.

In order to construct the visualization of a prediictive map to estimate rattes of subsideence across co
oastal
Louisiana,, as shown in
n Figure 40, the
t relationsh
hip between subsidence aand land losss that Kolker et al.
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made in the temporal domain was extended to the spatial domain. The graph from Couvillion et al.
(2011)6 showing land loss over time in Figure 42 is displayed in map form in Figure 43 from their same
study. If the dark red colors of the histogram in Figure 42 are intervals of high subsidence, then the dark
red colors on the map in Figure 43 can be related to areas of high subsidence. Hot spots of land loss are,
for the most part, hot spots of subsidence, and they can be logically related to the underlying
mechanisms of subsidence – faulting and the lateral movement of ductile clays.
Kolker et al. linked this temporal relationship between land loss and subsidence to the temporal pattern
of fluid extraction from oil and gas fields, and based on production graphs from Morton et al. (2005)33.
These graphical representations of the rate and timing of fluid extraction were based on a dataset that
was never intended to be utilized in such a broad temporal analysis. Morton, et al. used oil and gas
production data from IHS Energy, Inc., which publishes the data commercially. The IHS Energy website
indicates that the south Louisiana production data is only valid after 1965. The apparent spike in
production volumes between the 1960 and the mid‐1970s that Morton et al. and Kolker et al. use to
draw a temporal relationship between fluid extraction and subsidence is merely an artifact of the
limitations of the dataset. A complete dataset of the production history of south Louisiana does not
exist in a digital form that would allow for graphical representation, and if it did, it would be unlikely to
support the relationships that were drawn from the partial dataset. Regardless of the attempt to
establish a relationship with fluid extraction, the temporal relationship of subsidence to land loss
established by Kolker et al. still stands. The Couvillion et al. Land Area Change Map makes a clear
implication by displaying the temporal changes in land area as spatial patterns in map view that the
relationship between subsidence and land loss may be extended to the spatial domain. Morton et al.
(2002)31 took the first step toward establishing this spatial relationship by publishing the contour map of
rates of relative sea level rise which had been derived by Penland et al. (1989)41 as shown in Figure 32.
By drawing on the correlation of patterns of land loss on the Couvillion et al. Land Area Change Map and
the “tight coupling” of subsidence and land loss established by Kolker et al., it may be possible to use the
spatial patterns of land loss to derive a spatial pattern of subsidence in map view. An estimation of the
values of subsidence derived from this spatial analysis should logically incorporate any available
estimates of the rate of subsidence in that area. The combination of tidal gauge records, GPS stations,
geodetic leveling surveys and radar satellite imagery analysis discussed in this proposal offers a broad
base of subsidence values that may be integrated into an effort to map patterns of subsidence across
the Louisiana coastal plain using the patterns of land loss mapped by Couvillion et al. as a basis. Figure
44 shows the location of point sources of published subsidence data to be utilized in this manner for a
portion of southeast Louisiana. The tidal gauge values show in this figure were published by Penland et
al. (1989)41 and include those used by Morton et al. (2002) to make the contour map in Figure 32. The
tidal gauge record estimates of subsidence are derived by subtracting an average value of 3 mm/yr. for
global sea level rise from the relative sea level rise estimates published by Penland, et.al. The geodetic
leveling survey values are also from Penland et al. (1989). The CORS values are from Ivins et al. (2007).
Figure 45 shows the positioning of the subsidence values upon the Couvillion et al. Land Area Change
Map.
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Figu
ure 44
Availaable subsidence vaalues published in peer‐reviewed sccientific literature ffor this area of so utheast Louisiana

Figu
ure 45
Conto
ours of the subsidence map shown in Figure 44 were drawn using avai lable values of su bsidence rate and
d the patterns of
land loss from Couvillio
on, et.al., 2011 as a guide
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he Barataria B
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be seen by co
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end to the graaph in Figure 42. These higghest rates off land loss tiee directly to tthe time interrval in
which the
e maximum rates of sub
bsidence werre being recoorded by the Grand Islee tidal gaugee. By
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oncluded thatt the pattern of hot spots of maximum
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M
also represent
r
hott spots of subbsidence, and
d areas of equ
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nt to that meeasured by th
he Golden Meeadow tidal ggauge.
Using the
e pattern of land loss ass a guide, su
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incorporaate all of the available values of measured
m
or estimated ssubsidence iinto a first order
approximation of a subsidence surfface for the lower
l
Barata ria area. The general conffiguration of these
ed to those published
p
by M
Morton, et.all. in their 200
02 study, as sshown
contours can be favoraably compare
3
in Figure 32.

Figure 46
The method of mapping subssidence contours from land loss data
d
may be ext ended across thee southeast Louissiana coastal plain.
Integration off the first order approximation
a
of surface fault tracces from Figure 442 shows that thee hot spots of land loss mapped by
6
Couvillion, et al. (2011) are logically explained
d as hot spots of subsidence that can be directly ttied to the hot sp
pot mechanisms ffor
subsidence – faulting
f
and the lateral movement of
o ductile clays in the
t birdfoot delta..
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The maps in Figures 45 and 46 illustrate an extrapolation of the process of mapping subsidence using
The Land Area Change Map across the southeast Louisiana coastal plain. The first order approximation
of surface fault traces from Figure 39 are superimposed onto the subsidence contour map in Figure 44
and the Land Area Change Map in Figure 50. A comparison of these figures shows that the conformance
of the patterns of subsidence and faulting that was apparent in Figure 32 is consistent across the coastal
plain. The surface fault traces shown on the maps in figures 39, 45 and 46 are the surface expressions of
many of the major faults shown in Figure 20 that represent the boundaries of the Terrebonne Trough at
depth. It is obvious that vertical displacement along these faults has been a mechanism of subsidence
that has controlled the configuration of the Terrebonne Trough throughout its history, and is still active
today. The thickness patterns seen in the isopach map for the Holocene epoch in Figure 15 evidences
the contribution of vertical displacement along these faults to subsidence within the Terrebonne Trough
over the last 6,000 years. It is a logical conclusion that vertical movement on these faults where they
reach the surface would have significant impact on patterns of subsidence at the surface that can be
measured today, and that conclusion offers the best explanation for the apparent correlation between
hot spots of subsidence and surface fault traces seen in Figure 46. Again, the premise of this proposal is
that mapping surface fault traces should be the foundation to any effort to map and predictively model
the impacts of relative sea level rise due to subsidence across southeast Louisiana.

CONCLUSION
Some of the most critically important infrastructure that supports oil and gas operations in the Outer
Continental Shelf and Deepwater provinces is necessarily located in the coastal wetlands of southeast
Louisiana. The Department of Homeland Security’s Infrastructure Threat and Risk Analysis Center in
2011 underscored the need for a more expansive evaluation of coastal infrastructure in the near future.
This proposal by the New Orleans Geological Society (NOGS) offers a well‐defined process by which the
oil and gas industry can make a cooperative effort to create a foundation for a broad assessment of the
impacts of relative sea level rise due to subsidence on its coastal infrastructure. The most basic
component of this foundation is mapping the surface traces of faults across the coastal plain and
attempting to estimate rates of subsidence being caused by their vertical movement. This can best be
accomplished by utilizing the 3‐D seismic surveys that cover much of southeast Louisiana.
The initial project of this proposal to be carried out at the Coastal Research Laboratory at the University
of New Orleans has already secured the donation of two 3‐D seismic surveys and one 2‐D seismic grid.
This project will serve as a model for all future projects, and it is the objective of this proposal to work
toward a broad base of coverage of southeast Louisiana with projects of this type. The ultimate
objective of the proposal is to assemble and publish a regional atlas of surface fault traces and a
predictive model of the impacts of subsidence across the area.
The implementation of research projects conceived by this proposal on a larger scale will have broad
implications. The funding of research by academic institutions will come at a critical time for supporting
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coastal studies. The products of these research projects will be widely applicable to both expanded
research efforts and similar infrastructure assessments being carried out by a range of governmental
and non‐governmental entities. This proposal offers a means to get the vital scientific interpretations
that can only be derived from
3‐D seismic surveys into the hands of those that will find them to be
essential components of infrastructure assessment, but to which they would not otherwise have access.
Going forward NOGS will be acting in a coordinating capacity to facilitate the creation of a centralized
entity through which funding for the research projects may be collected and distributed. NOGS will also
act to connect academic institutions interested in pursuing research projects similar to the Land Bridge
Project described here with available 3‐D seismic surveys and funding.

For more information on this proposal or to discuss any aspect of the content of this document or the
concept of the proposal in general please contact NOGS members listed here:

Chris McLindon
chris_mclindon@att.net

Kathy Haggar
kathy@dynamicmeasurement.com

Art Johnson
Artjohnson51@hotmail.com
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Table 1 Land Bridge Project ‐ Proposed Budget
Fall 2015
MS candidate 1
tuition $
stipend $
admin cost $

Spring 2016

Summer 2016

Fall 2016

Spring 2017

Summer 2017

Fall 2017

Spring 2018

Summer 2018

Fall 2018

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00
14,000.00
6,440.00

$
$
$

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00
14,000.00
6,440.00

$
$
$

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00 $
14,000.00 $
6,440.00 $

7,000.00
14,000.00
6,440.00

MS candidate 2
tuition
stipend
admin cost
PhD candidate 1
tuition
stipend
admin cost
Faculty salary

$

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00

LPBF GIS support

$

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00 $

10,000.00

CHIRP acquistion $

10,000.00

$

Core acquistion

10,000.00

$
$

Seismic reprocess
$

$ 350,000.00
37,440.00 $ 424,880.00 $

20,000.00

10,000.00

$

10,000.00

$
$

84,880.00 $ 122,320.00 $ 112,320.00 $ 102,320.00 $ 112,320.00 $

10,000.00

20,000.00

94,880.00 $

57,440.00 $

TOTAL:

$

47,440.00
1,196,240.00
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